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words for “ebullience” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Ebullience” are: enthusiasm, exuberance, buoyancy,
cheerfulness, joy, joyfulness, gladness, merriment, jollity, sunniness, breeziness,
jauntiness, high spirits, high-spiritedness, exhilaration, elation, euphoria,
jubilation, animation, sparkle, effervescence, vivacity, zest, irrepressibility,
perkiness

Ebullience as a Noun

Definitions of "Ebullience" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “ebullience” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

The quality of being cheerful and full of energy; exuberance.
Overflowing with eager enjoyment or approval.

Synonyms of "Ebullience" as a noun (25 Words)

animation The state of being full of life or vigour; liveliness.
A combination of live action with 3 D animation.

breeziness A mildly windy state of the air.
A delightful breeziness of manner.

buoyancy A cheerful and optimistic attitude or disposition.
I admired his buoyancy and persistent good humor.

cheerfulness The quality of causing happiness.
The overall cheerfulness of the film.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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effervescence Vivacity and enthusiasm.
The effervescence of sparkling wine.

elation
An exhilarating psychological state of pride and optimism; an absence
of depression.
Richard s elation at regaining his health was short lived.

enthusiasm Something that arouses enthusiasm.
The three enthusiasms of his life were politics religion and books.

euphoria A feeling of great (usually exaggerated) elation.
In his euphoria he had become convinced he could defeat them.

exhilaration A feeling of excitement, happiness, or elation.
They felt the exhilaration of victory.

exuberance The quality of growing profusely; luxuriance.
A sense of youthful exuberance.

gladness Experiencing joy and pleasure.

high spirits A forward gear with a gear ratio that gives the greatest vehicle velocity
for a given engine speed.

high-spiritedness Exuberant liveliness.
irrepressibility Irrepressible liveliness and good spirit.
jauntiness Stylishness as evidenced by a smart appearance.

jollity Lively and cheerful activity or celebration.
He was full of false jollity.

joy A thing that causes joy.
A joy to behold.

joyfulness The emotion of great happiness.

jubilation A feeling of extreme joy.
Unbelievable scenes of jubilation.

merriment Activities that are enjoyable or amusing.
Her eyes sparkled with merriment.

perkiness Cheerfulness that bubbles to the surface.

sparkle A glittering flash of light.
She s got a kind of sparkle.

sunniness The quality of being cheerful and dispelling gloom.

vivacity Characterized by high spirits and animation.
He was struck by her vivacity humour and charm.

zest The outer coloured part of the peel of citrus fruit, used as flavouring.
They campaigned with zest and intelligence.
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Usage Examples of "Ebullience" as a noun

The ebullience of happy children.

Associations of "Ebullience" (30 Words)

abundant Present in great quantity.
An abundant supply of water.

active An active form of a verb.
She was an active member of the society.

alive Swarming or teeming with.
A face alive with mischief.

animated Full of life or excitement; lively.
Became very animated when he heard the good news.

animation The condition of living or the state of being alive.
They started talking with animation.

boisterous Full of rough and exuberant animal spirits.
A group of boisterous lads.

bouncing Marked by lively action.
A bouncing gait.

bouncy (of a person) confident and lively.
Clean bouncy hair.

cheerily In a cheerful manner.
The children were waving cheerily.

exuberant Joyously unrestrained.
A noisy bunch of exuberant youngsters.

feisty Quick to take offense.
A love story with a feisty heroine who s more than a pretty face.

gutsy
Marked by courage and determination in the face of difficulties or danger;
robust and uninhibited-Judith Crist.
A smooth Bordeaux that is gutsy enough to accompany steak.

live Lead a certain kind of life live in a certain style.
Only the name lived on.

lively Full of spirit.
A lively tennis ball.

luxuriant Displaying luxury and furnishing gratification to the senses.
Forests of dark luxuriant foliage.
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overweening Showing excessive confidence or pride.
Overweening ambition.

pert Characterized by a lightly pert and exuberant quality.
A pert slightly plump girl called Rose.

plucky Showing courage.
The plucky youngster has astounded medical staff.

praise Offering words of homage as an act of worship.
They sang a hymn of praise to God.

saucy Sexually suggestive in a light-hearted and humorous way.
The beret was perched at a saucy angle on her blonde hair.

spirited Made lively or spirited.
A warm hearted generous spirited man.

sprightly Full of spirit and vitality.
A sprightly dance.

superbly Extremely well.
The tomb is superbly ornamented with fine tracery.

vibrant (of colour) bright and striking.
The men s vibrant voices.

vital Absolutely necessary; essential.
A beautiful vital girl.

vivacious Vigorous and animated.
Her vivacious and elegant mother.

vivid Having striking color.
A vivid description.

wonderfully In a way that inspires delight or admiration; extremely well.
Wonderfully crafted songs.

zesty Marked by spirited enjoyment.
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